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How many times have you hesitated from calling your friends and relatives even when you wanted
to stay connected? This is a common situation for many a mobile prepaid user. But why worry when
call rates in India are not high on the pockets. You can stay connected for hours without bothering
how much you are spending! Use special tariff vouchers (STVs) according to your preferences. In
general, without a STV, call rates in India for local calls is 50 paise/min and Rs. 1.20 - 1.50
paise/min for STD calls. There are STVs that are available as combo (for local/STD calls), local,
STD, or ISD packs. Using these STVs, you pay a lump sum denomination and enjoy free minutes.
You can even buy a pack for denomination as low as Rs. 5. Then there are certain plans, the call
rates in India for local circles of which are 1paise/2 seconds.

According to a recent survey conducted in the current year, 97 percent of Indian youth, who are new
subscribers, have been found to use prepaid connection. It is no surprise to find people around you,
almost everyone, using a mobile phone. But surprisingly, not even 20 percent of the Indian
population are availing the benefits of mobile telephony. What we perceive around is an urban
surrounding. Thanks to the low cost of mobile handsets, almost â€˜no costâ€™ for getting a prepaid mobile
connection with lifetime validity, low call rates in India, availability of STVs, low recharge
denomination, etc. Given these advantages, count of users in the rural areas is only increasing by
the day. Growing competition amongst prepaid mobile service providers is only a blessing for the
subscribers!

So, you want to use mobile internet? Your mobile handset should facilitate the same. It is in a smart
phone that availing this service best serves your purpose. Like the low call rates plans, you can also
get mobile internet plans to socialize on web via social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter or
chat with friends and family located at any corner of the globe. There can no delightful experience
than accessing information anywhere, anytime, even while on the move! You will come across
dedicated mobile internet packs. It is according to the denomination you choose that you enjoy
benefits for free usage including validity. Here is a list of the popular mobile internet plans, each of
which charges 20p/20kb after free usage limit:

â€¢	MyInternet 9 for  Rs. 9: 60 MB for 3 days

â€¢	MyInternet 14 for Rs. 14: MB/day for 3 day

â€¢	MyInternet 24 for Rs. 24: 200 MB/day for 7 days

â€¢	MyInternet 47 for Rs. 47: 200 MB/day for 15 days

â€¢	MyInternet 59 for Rs. 59: 100 MB/day capping for 30 days

â€¢	MyInternet 90 for Rs. 90: 200 MB/day for 30 days.

How do you know which prepaid service provider offers the most cost effective and long term mobile
internet and â€˜call plansâ€™ to your advantage? Research online or visit the mobile store for the right
answer.
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